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ABSTRACT Software engineering is the process of developing software by utilizing applications of
computer engineering. In the present day, predicting the reliability of the software system become a recent
issue and an attractive issue for the research area in the field of software engineering. Different techniques
have been applied to estimate and predict the reliability of a system. To make new software from the
beginning is a difficult task. Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) helps in minimizing these
efforts in making new software because it utilizes factors like reusability, component dependency, and
component interaction that results in decreasing complexity of the system. Soft computing may be applied to
estimate reliability. A new model is proposed to estimate the reliability of Component-based Software (CBS)
using series and parallel reliability models and later on, the proposed component-based software reliability
model is evaluated using two soft computing techniques- Fuzzy Logic and PSO. The experimental results
conclude that the proposed reliability model has a lower error rate in predicting CBSE reliability as compared
to reliability prediction utilizing fuzzy logic and PSO.
INDEX TERMS CBSE, CBS, CBSR, factors of CBSR metrics, reusability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software engineering consists of building, designing, testing,
and validation of various software products. Repeating all
the steps from beginning in making a new product is a very
hard job that should be completed within the prescribed time
period. As the technologies vary according to time, the concepts like component reusability, component interaction, and
failure rate must be used to make a new product within
time. Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is a
branch of software engineering that mainly depends on component dependency, component interaction and component
reusability. In CBSE, the reliability relies on the capability
of the reusable component with minimum change to produce
new output with minimum faults which can satisfy customer
needs [1]. Interaction of components and dependability are
important in evaluating reusability in CBSE.
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Component-Based Software (CBS) is a recent approach
in the field of software engineering that focuses on aggregating components into complex software systems with the
rapid development of component technology. This approach
provides several advantages such as productivity, quality,
reusability, reduces maintenance overheads and time-tomarket. The reliability can be predicted by calculating the
reliability of components individually and the interconnection methodology between components [2]. Reliability forecasting of CBS involves failure forecasting techniques that
evaluate system reliability quantitatively.
There are various methods of reliability prediction such
as architecture based models, Gokhale model [3], Laprie
model [4], Shooman model [5], Yacoub model [1], Everett
model [6], etc.
These models are based on state, path, and behavioral
addiction. The common parameters used in these models were availability, errors in arithmetic algorithms, mean
repair times, component reliabilities, transition probabilities, components dependencies, operation profile, transition
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probabilities, failure behavior of components and interfaces,
constant failure rate, number of faults, execution of a set of
components, series and parallel combination of components
factors used, average execution time of component etc.
The reliability predicting models are related to the factors
like effort, Kilo Delivered Lines of Code (KDLOC), fault
density, reusability, availability, performance, serviceability,
capability, maintainability, interface complexity, adaptability,
fitness value and computational time, average execution time,
reliability, probability, failure rate, fitness function, ants, etc.
II. SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES

Soft Computing techniques have become popular in the optimization of solutions for large problems. In soft computing,
arbitrary numbers are produced to utilize either as beginning appraisals or during the learning and search process.
Soft Computing techniques have many applications. There
are several commonly used soft computing techniques like
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [7], Neural Network (NN) [8],
Fuzzy logic [9], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] and
Swarm Optimization methods like Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) [11], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [12] and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [13], etc. Soft computing
techniques can be used in predicting software reliability. Soft
computing includes factors like fitness value, actors, fitness
function, target, etc. These techniques were compared with
respect to the factors and parameters used for predicting software reliability. It was observed that PSO, ACO, ABC, and
Fuzzy logic can be utilized to analyze the concepts of CBSE.
Diwaker and Tomar [14] compared the performance of PSO,
ABC, and ACO to check the integrity of the components
and component interface. It was found that PSO and Fuzzy
logic is suitable for a small problem and provided efficient
results within time. PSO is selected for the assessment of
the component-based software model because it provides the
solution faster as compared to other techniques.
A. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)

PSO include random movement of components in open area
to achieve the target in less time with high speed. Every
particle refreshes its data according to the overall traffic rate
of particles [3].
The speed of different parts changes as per their past
experience, looking through expertise, and data close-by. The
fitness function assumes a significant job in PSO. The fitness
function is picked according to the prerequisites. It is a troublesome methodology because of haphazardness. Figure 1
indicates the optimal solution in search of a target in various
execution cycles
PSO includes multidimensional space which involves the
position of each particle in that space using the following
equations:
t+1
t+1
t
xid
= xid
+ υid
...
t+1
υid
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FIGURE 1. Working of PSO.

TABLE 1. Parameters used in PSO.

The operation of the method depends on the way of the
neighborhood’s selection. In the essential calculation, either
a worldwide (gbest ) or nearby (lbest ) neighborhood is utilized.
In the worldwide neighborhood, every particle is viewed as
when figuring pg . On account of the nearby neighborhood,
the area is just made out of a specific number of particles
among the entire populace. The nearby neighborhood of a
given molecule does not change during the emphasis of the
calculation.
t to guarantee combiAn imperative (υmax ) is forced on υid
nation. The estimation of υmax is generally kept inside the
max
max is the most extreme incentive
interim [−x max
id , xid ]. xid
for a molecule position [6]. An enormous inactivity weight
(ω) favors worldwide pursuit, while a little idleness weight
favors neighborhood search. At whatever point dormancy is
used, now and then it diminishes straight at the time of the
cycle of the calculation, beginning at an underlying value
near 1 [6], [7]. An elective detailing of Eq. 1 as shown in
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Eq. 2 adds a narrowing coefficient that replaces the speed
requirement (υmax ) [3]. The PSO calculation requires tuning of certain parameters: the individual and sociality loads
(c1, c2) and the idleness factor (ω). Both hypothetical and
exact examinations are accessible to help in the choice of
genuine qualities [1], [3]–[7].
B. FUZZY LOGIC

Fuzzy logic is a condition-based approach that depends on
the degree of truth rather than classified any problem in two
cases such as true or false.
Fuzzy logic provides a mapping of unknown input statistics information to scalar statistics data [4]. It includes four
parts: fuzzifier, Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), rules, and
de-fuzzifier. The general architecture of a fuzzy system is
shown in figure 2. Fuzzifier accepts crisp input and arranges
that crisp set in a sequential manner, then a set of rules
and computation intelligence is applied to evaluate results.
De-fuzzifier optimizes the evaluated results and checks for
the best solution on the basis of computational methods and
rules applied. Fuzzy logic helps in solving the problem with
dynamic nature.

FIGURE 2. Working on fuzzy logic.

III. RELATED WORK

Diwaker and Tomar [14] developed a simulation-relied
framework that permits an inclusive fault injection study
on hyper-visor with a broad range of arrangements. It was
reported that many hardware errors can broadcast through
different paths for an extended time before being observed.
The issues in building error tolerance procedure s for the
hyper-visor were also discussed.
Jaiswal and Giri [15] estimated CBS reliability using
FIS and ANFIS with 2 dissimilar membership functions.
It was observed that the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS)
and Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) provide better results for 5 membership functions as compared to 3 membership functions. Four factors component
dependency, operational profile, reusability, and application
complexity were considered parameters. This work may
be extended by considering fault density, maintainability,
serviceability, software quality, performance, availability,
VOLUME 7, 2019

usability, functionality, ability, capability and future
research.
Tyagi and Sharma [16] proposed an ANFIS model for
estimating Component-Based Software Reliability (CBSR)
with different statistics sets. This hybrid approach required
less calculative time. The output was calculated in the form of
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). ANFIS performed better
than FIS. The model performed complex execution for big
data sets.
Singh and Toora [17] developed a Neuro-Fuzzy-hybrid
Algorithm (NFA) proposed for the component classification.
The parameters used were volume, coupling, regularity, reuse
frequency, and complexity. The performance of NFA was
better than Fuzzy due to its adaptability and learning capability. MATLAB was used to implement for NFA. The results
presented less percentage average error in NFA.
Lal and Kumar [18] spotlighted on the appraisal of
frequently used soft computing techniques which assist
in estimating and prediction of the reliability of various
software system used in the medical system, mechanical
engineering, computer engineering, and software engineering, etc. including both software and hardware. Different
parameters have been considered to analyze soft computing
to highlight future aspects to predict software reliability.
It was observed PSO and fuzzy logic may be utilized where
quick response and output with fewer percentage errors are
required. A new model can be developed with factors such as
component interaction, component dependency, complexity,
failure rate and re-usability with utilization f concept of soft
computing.
Lal and Kumar [18] utilized fuzzy logic to forecast CBS
reliability. A range of rules was inputted to FIS for structuring and analysis of component-based software reliability.
The simulation was done using MATLAB. The various steps
in work were the recognition of components; analysis and
designing of the reliability model for CBSS, and evaluate the
reliability of the projected model with the current model. The
outcome presents better results as compared to the conservative approach of guesstimate software reliability.
Tyagi and Sharma [19] introduced heuristic component
dependency graphs (HCDGs) to guesstimate CBSS reliability including component reliability and CBSR. Estimation of reliability utilizing the ACO (ACOREL) algorithm
was utilized to recognize the most utilized path. This path
assists in guesstimate path reliability. The parameters considered were heuristic information, component-time, component
path, probability, number of components, reliability of average execution, pheromone amount to guesstimate CBSR.
Diwaker and Tomar [21] proposed an approach to evaluate
dynamic software performance including the effects of soft
errors. A model was utilized that merged abstract calculating on a high level with calculating instructions on a low
level. The outcomes of fault injection testing authenticate the
dynamic program reliability model. The analysis of various
dynamic software performances including the effects of soft
errors was also presented.
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Singhal et al. [22] present a model to survey the reusability
utilizing fluffy rationale. The parameters considered were
Modularity, Maintainability, Flexibility, Interface Complexity, and Adaptability. Different participation capacities, for
example, Triangular, Trapezoidal and Gaussian enrolment
were used. 243 fluffy sets were created and enrolment capacities were delegated Least, Less, Modder, More, Most.
Tyagi and Sharma [20] proposed a model that focused on
4 factors that highly affect CBSS reliability. The approach
used fuzzy-logic estimating CBSS reliability. These factors
were reusability, operation profile, complexity and component dependency. The value of these parameters was set as
low, medium and high. 34 (81) set of the combination were
formed and the reliability was calculated using FIS. Other
factors may also add to future work.
Diwaker and Tomar [21] presented a survey of architecture based reliability models with different parameters consideration in building a reliability model. Many factors for
reliability prediction were identified and discussed such as
reusability, component dependency, complexity, component
interaction, failure rate, faults, and testing of failure which
helped in computing the performance of CBRM and affects
the reliability of the system. A new software reliability model
can be built to predict reliability by considering significant
factors.
Singhal et al. [22] discussed and compared the working
principle and applications of PSO, GA, ACO, and BCO.
The applicability of these optimization techniques for various problems was also discussed. These techniques may be
integrated to make hybrid techniques that can be utilized for
assessing the applicability of two or more than two optimization techniques for solving a given problem.
Toader [23] presented a scheduling mechanism named job
shop scheduling using ACO and PSO that helped in solving
confliction of resources clash, reduce make-span and total
computation time. The job shop scheduling was evaluated
using ACO, PSO and First Come First Serve (FCFS)and compared using two parameters i.e. fitness function and running
time for different data sets. PSO presents a better outcome
with respect to pheromone trail and pheromone evaporation
rate parameters. In the future, Simulated Annealing (SA)
or GA as hybrid techniques may be applied to analyze the
performance of job scheduling tasks.
IV. FACTORS AFFECTING CBS

The major factors involved in the CBSE metric are reusability,
Component Dependency, Component Interaction, and complexity. The ranking and priority of these factors to be used
with any program/system may be varied for a particular type
of problem.
i) Reusability: Reusability consists of logic in a program,
a loop, percentage of the line of code, a function of a number
of classes that are used in making new software. The cost is
calculated by equation [24]:
Cs = Cnr − Cr
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where Cs is saving cost; Cnr is developing software with
no reuse; Cr is the cost of developing software with reuse.
The saving cost Cs can be calculated using a line of code,
the function used repeatedly and the function those are not
used repeatedly.
The relation between component reliability and reusability
can be expressed as [15]:
Component Reliability ∝ Reusability
The sub-parameters of Reusability are understandability,
portability, variability, flexibility, and maintainability
ii) Complexity: Complexity depends on the number of
statements in program code whether using RISC & CISC
instructions, the time taken in executing an instruction, memory storage, and usage, type of platform used. More complexity results in low reliability.
Software expansion cost is inversely proportional to the
complexity and volume of the software system. The relationship between reliability and complexity can be expressed
as [19]:
Reliability ∝ (1/Complexity)
iii) Component Interaction: The interaction shows the
interfaces connecting components. This helps in making
components more reusable. Hence the overall reliability will
be increased.
The following metrics are based on the interaction of components in a system: component average interaction density,
component incoming interaction density, component packing
density, component outgoing interaction density, component
interaction density, etc. The relationship between reliability
and component interaction can be expressed as [20]:
Reliability ∝ Component Interaction
iv) Component Dependency: Component Dependency represents the dependability of components on other components. More dependability shows a more combinational view
of components. More components dependability results in
low reliability. The relationship between reliability and component dependency can be expressed as [15]:
Reliability ∝ 1/Component Dependency
v) Failure: Failure rate is the rate at which a system or component fails. It includes MTTR, MTBF, MTTF, availability.
More failure in the system results in low reliability. Software
Reliability is given as [25]:
r(t) = e−λt
where r(t) = continuous-time system reliability, and λ is its
failure rate.
Software Reliability = [1-probability of failure]
The relationship between reliability and failure can be
expressed as [16], [20]:
Reliability ∝ 1/Failure
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TABLE 2. Combination of various parameters for prediction of reliability
using equation (4).

FIGURE 3. Component-based software reliability model.

V. THE PROPOSED MODEL: COMPONENT-BASED
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MODEL

In the previous section, five different factors of CBSR have
been discussed that helps in assessing the reliability of components. A new model is proposed with the integration of
these factors for predicting reliability. The reliability can
be estimated directly by the proposed model. The proposed
approach uses fuzzy logic and PSO for the assessment of
the proposed model. The model uses five factors of CBS
i.e. component interaction, component dependency, complexity, reusability and failure rates. Fuzzy logic shows better
outcomes than PSO. The mathematical equation is built by
assessing the relationship between reliability and other factors [16],[20], [15], [26].
Reliability
(Reusability×Component Interaction)
=
(Component Dependency×Complexity×failure)

(3)

Using series and parallel method of calculating the reliability
of a system, the mathematical model can be expressed as
shown in figure3.
The reliability is shown in Eq. 3 can be expressed as:
∗

∗

Reliability = Reu Ci (1−(1−Com)(1−Cd)(1−f))

(4)

In equation 4, Reu is the probability of occurrence of reusability, Ci is the probability of occurrence of Component Interaction, Com is the probability of occurrence of complexity, Cd
is the probability of occurrence of Component Dependency,
f is the probability of occurrence of failure rate. Table 2 shows
a few combinations formed by applying Eq. 4 on different
parameters. Equation 4 is formulated so that the two parameters reusability and component interaction effect directly and
remaining factors affect less on overall reliability.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In table 2, H, M, and L present high value, medium value,
and low value. Hreu presents the high value of reusability,
Hcom presents the high value of complexity, Hci presents
the high value of component interaction, Lcd presents the
low value of component dependency and Hf presents the
high value of failure rate and vice versa. In table 1, few
combinations are shown; similarity 243 cases will be formed
to predict reliability.
Component-Based Software Reliability Model: Figure 4
shows the process of predicting reliability by using fuzzy and
PSO techniques. A mathematical model has been proposed
for predicting reliability. Two soft computing techniques have
been used to predict reliability i.e. Fuzzy logic and PSO. Then
the results of both techniques are compared.
A. PREDICTING RELIABILITY USING FUZZY LOGIC

All 243 rules are created in FIS. Five factors are used as input
using Mamdani-style inferences. The value of five factors has
been set as low, medium and high. Therefore, the total rules
framed are 243.
Steps involved in the Fuzzy algorithm used for creating rule
base consist of the following steps:
• Assessment of soft computing techniques to estimate
and predict CBSR.
• Identify the factors that affect CBS reliability and methods for estimating these factors.
• Create 243 rules for implementing fuzzy logic.
• Design FIS for rule base, based on identified factors.
• Fuzzify the inputs
• De-fuzzify the outputs
• Estimate the error percentage.
1) CREATING RULE FOR PROPOSED MODEL

All possible pairs of inputs variables are considered, yielding
a total of 35 sets. Reliability for all 243 combinations was
classified based on expert opinion as High, Medium and Low.
These classifications are used to create 243 rules using FIS.
Example of a few pairs is as follows:
If Reusability is high, component Interaction is high, Complexity is high, the Component dependency is high, failure is
high, and then the reliability will be high
If Reusability is high, component Interaction is Low, Complexity is medium, the Component dependency is low, failure
is high, and then the reliability will be medium
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TABLE 3. Parameters used in fuzzy inference system.

FIGURE 4. Flow chart for proposed model.

If Reusability is medium, component Interaction is high,
Complexity is medium, the Component dependency is low,
failure is low, and then the reliability will be low
If Reusability is low, component Interaction is medium,
Complexity is high, the Component dependency is low, failure is low, and then the reliability will be low
All 243 rules were entered to create a rule base.
Rules are depending on the particular set of inputs, using
Mamdani-style FIS.

TABLE 4. Value assigned to parameters considered for PSO simulation in
matlab.

2) MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS FOR INPUT PARAMETERS

Membership functions were defined for fuzzifying the
Reusability, Component Interaction, Complexity, Component Dependency and failure rate as inputs. All these input
parameters are divided into three stages: Low, Medium and
High, as shown in table 2. The complete inference engine is
given in Table 3.
3) FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM (FIS)

After obtaining the fuzzified outputs shown in figure 5, using
de-fuzzification, the results can be obtained in the form of a
crisp value.
Table 3 shows various parameters included in FIS for
calculating reliability through CBSRM.
147196

B. PREDICTING RELIABILITY USING PSO

Table 4 shows the parameters considered in PSO for measuring reliability. These parameters are Maxitr (Maximum
Iteration), p (Swarm Size), W (weight), c1(constant), c2
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TABLE 5. Reliability measurement using equation (4) with fuzzy logic and PSO.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Reliability measurement using equation (4) with fuzzy logic and PSO.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Reliability measurement using equation (4) with fuzzy logic and PSO.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Reliability measurement using equation (4) with fuzzy logic and PSO.
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FIGURE 5. FIS for CBSRM.

(Constant), itr(iteration), D (Design variables), Lb (Lower
Bound), Ub (Upper Bound), Tolerance.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of reliability prediction using CBSRM, fuzzy logic
and PSO techniques.

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

The value of the parameters is selected randomly.
Table 5 shows reliability measurement using Equation 4,
Fuzzy and PSO. The error rate is calculated as
Error rate (Fuzzy) = Rpm − Rfuzzy
Error rate (PSO) = Rpm − RPSO
Rpm is the reliability calculated from the proposed model,
Rfuzzy is the reliability calculated form FIS, RPSO is the reliability calculated from PSO. The average value of percentage
error is low in case of fuzzy as compared to PSO. The values
are obtained from running the programs for 100 iterations.
Table 5 shows the estimation of reliability as calculated
from three different methods i.e. directly from equation 1,
fuzzy inference engine and using PSO. The value of all
parameters will lie between 0 and 1 including all inputs and
output. The simulation of PSO was done using MATLAB.
Then, the output of the three methods is evaluated and compared. The output obtained from fuzzy logic is nearer to the
output calculated from the direct equation.
The numerical value of all factors/parameters like
Reusability, Component Interaction, Component Dependency, Complexity, and failure lies between 0 and 1. The
low value lies between 0<Low<=0.34. Medium value
lies between 0.35<=Medium<=0.68 and High value lies
between 0.69<High<=1 for all factors. The resultant value
of Reliability lies between 0<R≤1.
Evaluation of CBSRM: MATLAB is used for PSO implementation using 5 factors of reliability i.e. Reusability,
Complexity, Component Interaction, Component Dependency, and failure. Figure 6 and figure 7, shows the graph
between Reliability calculated from the proposed mathematical model, Fuzzy logic, and PSO. X-axis presents a number of
iterations for which their techniques for predicting reliability
run and the Y-axis presents the best cost of three techniques
at a particular iteration. The three techniques are reliability
prediction using CBSRM, PSO and Fuzzy Logic. It is found
that the Fuzzy inference engine provides better results as
compared to PSO. The QWS data sets are used that are
available on internet.
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 7. Comparison of reliability prediction using CBSRM, fuzzy Logic
and PSO techniques.

In Figure 6 and Figure 7, the red line shows Fuzzy Logic
variations and the green line shows PSO variations, and the
blue line shows reliability prediction through CBSRM with
respect to the best cost and iterations. PSO and FIS are used
for 100 iterations only. The iteration may be increased. The
parameters consideration may also be increased. An increase
in parameters for reliability modeling results in an increase in
complexity. The results show that FIS presents a better result
for proposed CBSRM and show less error as compared to
PSO.
VII. CONCLUSION

It is difficult to make new product/software from a new
stage. Identification and parameter consideration is also a
hard task. Many reliability models have been made using
different considerations of factors. In the present day, soft
computing becomes popular in the field of estimating and
predicting software reliability. In this paper, a new mathematical model is proposed to guesstimate the reliability of
Component-based Software (CBS) using series and parallel reliability models approach. The output of the proposed
model is compared with the outputs of soft computing techniques PSO and Fuzzy logic to compare the best value of reliability. The result shows that Fuzzy logic is more compatible
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for predicting reliability as compared to PSO. It is observed
that the proposed reliability model has a lower error rate in
predicting CBSE reliability as compared to reliability prediction utilizing fuzzy logic and PSO. Other factors may be
added to enhance the proposed model for future work. Adding
more factors in the proposed model results in an increase in
complexity due to the formation of a large combination of
parameters.
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